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1. An aspiring pilot on this TV series named Ace Sorenson flies a plane with the unfortunate name 
Amelia. A profoundly negligent mayor on this series is rarely seen without Chickaletta, a chicken 
who lives in her purse. The overbearing marine biologist Cap'n Turbot makes phone calls on this 
show to (*) Ryder, a boy who notes that "whenever you're in trouble, just yelp for help" to reach the title 
group. Marshall operates a fire engine and Chase drives a police car in, for 10 points, what Nick Jr. series 
about a team of search and rescue puppies? 
ANSWER: PAW Patrol <Nelson> 
 
2. In 2018, a rookie for this baseball team became the youngest player to hit a grand slam in the 
playoffs. In July 2018, a two-out, ninth inning hit by Chris Taylor ended a no-hit bid by this team's 
Sean Newcomb. After a rookie for this team hit a lead-off home run in (*) three straight games, an 
opposing pitcher controversially hit him on his first pitch of the next game. In 2017, this team moved away 
from a park where they played for just 20 seasons. Ronald Acuña Jr. and Freddie Freeman play with, for 10 
points, what team that once played at Turner Field? 
ANSWER: Atlanta Braves (accept either) <Quinn> 
 
3. In an amusing one of these sequences, a flock of birds is pursued by a bulbous alien accidentally 
left on Earth. In another of these sequences, a man realizes a friend has slept through his story 
about a fight with Aldrich Killian. A rather meta one of these things takes the form of a (*) school 
PSA about the importance of patience. Characters eat at a shawarma shop in a 2012 example of these 
scenes. The first appearance of Samuel L. Jackson as Nick Fury appeared in--for 10 points, what scenes that 
occur after the standard endings of MCU films? 
ANSWER: Marvel Cinematic Universe post-credits scenes (accept answers describing scenes that air 
during or after the credits of Marvel films or MCU films; accept stingers or tag scenes; prompt on 
"Marvel scenes" or similarly non-specific answers; do not accept or prompt on "Marvel movie endings" or 
similar) <Nelson> 
 
4. One song titled for these things likens love to a "river that drowns the tender need." A song by 
the Chainsmokers that repeatedly begs "say you'll never let me go" is named for these things and 
features a singer who is also named for them. A 1994 song that claims "the more I get of you, the 
stranger it feels" was a hit for (*) Seal and is titled for a "Kiss From" one of these things. A hard rock 
singer wails "we've got fun and games" in "Welcome to the Jungle," a song by a band named after both 
"Guns" and, for 10 points, what thorny flowers? 
ANSWER: roses (accept Rozes or Kiss From a Rose or Guns 'n' Roses) <Golden> 
 
5. One character played by this actor confuses drag queen RuPaul with former senator Ron Paul. In 
a recurring role, this actor voices Julien XIII, a king of lemurs in the Madagascar series. A journalist 
played by this actor visits the U.S. on behalf of a potassium-rich, (*) central Asian country. This actor 
played YouTuber OMGWhizzBoyOMG! and Israeli soldier Erran Morad in a 2018 TV show that led to the 
resignation of Jason Spencer, a state congressman. The series Who Is America? starred, for 10 points, what 
star of Bruno and Borat? 
ANSWER: Sacha (Noam) Baron Cohen (prompt on partial last names) <Nelson> 
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6. Description acceptable. A central figure of this event owed his participation in it to its 
organizer's work on Ray Donovan. Within minutes of the start of this event, one of its competitors 
lost a $200,000 bet. A venue named Shadow Creek in Las Vegas hosted this event, which was 
inspired by an unofficial event called The (*) Skins Game. The winner of this event secured a $9 million 
payment after sinking a birdie on the event's 22nd hole. A player nicknamed "Lefty" won, for 10 points, 
what 2018 face-off between two prominent golfers? 
ANSWER: The Match: Tiger vs. Phil (accept either underlined portion or a phrase describing a golf 
match between Tiger Woods and Phil Mickelson; accept answers giving both players' first or last names; 
prompt on "golf match" or similar variations that are not The Match) <Nelson> 
 
7. The journals of Walter Parks Thatcher claim that he was struck in the stomach with this object 
while visiting a Colorado boarding house. Jerry Thompson's inquiries into this object take him to a 
nightclub where Susan Alexander refuses to be interviewed. A long tracking shot over piles of 
discarded valuables finally settles on this object before a man yells (*) "Throw that junk!" and has it 
tossed in a fire. A dying man drops a snow globe after uttering the name of, for 10 points, what beloved 
childhood object from Citizen Kane? 
ANSWER: Rosebud (accept answers like the sled from Citizen Kane before "Citizen"; otherwise prompt 
on "sled") <Vopava> 
 
8. After finishing a challenge on this show, Mondo Guerra was asked questions that prompted him 
to come out as HIV positive. In 2008 this show became the first reality series to win a Peabody 
Award. Nina Garcia has judged all 17 seasons of this show, whose competitors are warned that, in a 
certain industry, (*) "one day, you are in, and the next day, you're out." Winners of this show earn spreads 
in either Elle or Marie Claire. The always-dapper Tim Gunn and lead judge Heidi Klum appeared on, for 10 
points, what reality series about fashion designers? 
ANSWER: Project Runway <Vopava> 
 
9. This group featured Everlast on a cover of Steve Miller's "Take the Money and Run" on their 
final album, Crown Royal. A member of this group mistakes an "ill reindeer" for a dog in a 1987 
Christmas single. A hit by this group claims that "to burn my kingdom, you must use fire" (*) and 
references their prior single "Sucker MCs." In 2002, this group's Jam Master Jay was killed in his recording 
studio. A pioneering hit by this group re-worked a song by Aerosmith. For 10 points, name this rap group 
behind "It's Tricky" and "Walk This Way." 
ANSWER: Run-DMC <Nelson> 
 
10. This book opens with its narrator remembering how his childhood friends Howie and Steve 
once deserted him when his rollerskate came loose. In this book, the words "TAKKA TAKA TAK!" 
evoke the gunfire of guards killing Pesach [PAY-sah], who thought bribes would help him escape. 
After traveling to Sosnowiec [SAWZ-nuv-yets], (*) characters in this book have a door slammed in their 
faces by Janina, who is depicted as a pig. Vladek recalls his suffering in ghettoes and concentration camps in, 
for 10 points, what 1992 Art Spiegelman graphic novel in which Nazis appear as cats? 
ANSWER: Maus ["mouse"] <Vopava> 
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11. A "sweep" play devised by this man was utilized to great success by Paul Hornung. Despite 
being with them for just one year, this coach is in the Washington Redskins' Ring of Fame. This 
man may have turned off a heating system to ensure terrible conditions before a (*) 1967 game 
commonly called the "Ice Bowl." This man, who claimed "winning isn't everything, it's the only thing," is 
the namesake of a silver object made by Tiffany & Co. The first two Super Bowls were both won by, for 10 
points, what coach and namesake of the Super Bowl trophy? 
ANSWER: Vince Lombardi (or Vincent Thomas Lombardi) <Nelson> 
 
12. Description acceptable. One of these items includes a shirt whose rainbow-colored text reads 
"whatever." The makers of this product sued Louis Vuitton to prevent an injunction over a parody 
of their handbags. Each of these items comes with a bottle that (*) dispenses a beverage, as well as a 
packet of "magic" that changes a certain substance's color. Whoopsie Doodle is one of these products, 
which produce a "slime surprise." Pressing on a heart-shaped belly button causes the terrible primary action 
of, for 10 points, what defecating horned animal toys? 
ANSWER: Poopsie Slime Surprise Unicorn (accept Poopsie Unicorn or other answers describing a 
pooping unicorn; prompt on "unicorn") <Nelson> 
 
13. A music video by this group depicts an injured man who tried to jump over a tree on a dirt bike. 
After discovering them at a county fair, Nickelback's producer Joey Moi worked with this group, 
who described "hanging 'round, singing out everything on the radio" in a 2014 song with (*) Luke 
Bryan. This group's debut single calls the listener "a song" and claims "you make me wanna roll my window 
down." Bebe Rexha recorded "Meant to Be" with, for 10 points, what bro-country duo behind the song 
"Cruise," who are named for a southern border? 
ANSWER: Florida Georgia Line <Nelson> 
 
14. In one film, this character claims "you didn't miss anything" after claiming she once sported a 
mohawk. A motorcycle used by this character can break into two motorized unicycles and is 
supplied by Devtech. Holly Hunter voices this character, who is hired for a PR stunt by Winston 
Deaver, (*) whose sister is behind the hypnotizing Screenslaver. In her first appearance, this woman helps 
save her children by acting as a parachute. Jack Jack is the youngest child of, for 10 points, what matriarch 
of the Parr family in The Incredibles series? 
ANSWER: Elastigirl (or Helen Parr; accept Mrs. Incredible before "Incredibles"; prompt on "Parr") 
<Nelson> 
 
15. Near this building, a girl discovers a litter of kittens next to a wasp nest that formed around a 
mask. This building contains a secret bootlegging cellar where Luke has a traumatic experience 
after using a faulty (*) dumbwaiter. A novel by Shirley Jackson introduced this building in which Theo 
and her sister peel back wallpaper to reveal the message "COME HOME NELL." The Crain family were 
once visited by the Bent-Neck Lady and other ghosts in, for 10 points, what mansion whose "Haunting" 
titles a 2018 Netflix horror series? 
ANSWER: Hill House (accept answers like the Hill mansion; accept The Haunting of Hill House) 
<Vopava> 
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16. A 2009 film starring Lorenzo Lamas begins with one of these events occurring to an airplane. A 
guy nicknamed "The Wall" is killed in one of these events in a 2018 film, which co-stars Rainn 
Wilson as an eccentric billionaire. Bad movie powerhouse The Asylum created a film titled for a 
five-headed creature (*) performing this action. Quint is killed by one of these actions in a 1975 
blockbuster in which a sheriff calls for "a bigger boat." The 2018 action film The Meg features numerous 
examples of, for 10 points, what actions central to Jaws? 
ANSWER: shark attacks (accept answers like being eaten by a shark or attacked by a shark or similar) 
<Nelson> 
 
17. This singer's biggest hit led the band The Rubinoos to sue her for copyright infringement. An 
EDM-inspired single by this singer includes the line "someone chuck a cupcake at me" and had a 
music video widely derided as racist. This woman claims "I'm too young to fall asleep" in a 2018 
song inspired by a recent (*) illness. In an early hit, this singer of "Head Above Water" eludes to a boy 
and girl dating by asking "can I make it any more obvious?". A battle with lyme disease sidelined, for 10 
points, what singer of "Sk8er Boi" and "Girlfriend"? 
ANSWER: Avril (Ramona) Lavigne <Nelson> 
 
18. This business suffered a reputation hit after the "Bite of '87," an incident in which a victim lost 
part of their brain. Information about this place is provided by a character known as Phone Guy, 
who is voiced by Scott Cawthon. This place contains a Pirate Cove, which is home to (*) Foxy. In 
two games, this location is largely observed through cameras by a security guard, who watches its denizens 
in order to survive. A murderous animatronic bear is the namesake of, for 10 points, what pizza restaurant 
where a player must survive for "Five Nights"? 
ANSWER: Freddy's (or Freddy Fazbear's Pizza) <Nelson> 
 
19. This show's protagonist refuses to accept Diet Coke as a substitute for Cherry Coke Zero after 
shockingly beating Michael Spencer in an election. After this show's title character learns from 
Angelo that one of his predecessors forbade smoking, he relates that rule to a guest while smoking. 
On this show, Diane Keaton stars as (*) Sister Mary, a lifelong guardian who is made a personal secretary 
to Lenny Belardo, the former Archbishop of New York. For 10 points, name this HBO series on which 
Jude Law plays an unusually handsome pontiff. 
ANSWER: The Young Pope <Vopava> 
 
20. In 2016 a player for this NBA team took a leave of absence while his wife, a professional soccer 
player, was treated for a brain tumor. Though he never played for them, this team retired the jersey 
number of Pete Maravich. Jrue Holiday plays with this team, who uses an alternate jersey colored 
green, (*) purple, and gold, in honor of a local holiday. A disgruntled star with this team, who demanded a 
trade in January 2019, has trademarked his unibrow. Anthony Davis played with, for 10 points, what team 
named for a large-mouthed bird? 
ANSWER: New Orleans Pelicans (accept either) <Nelson> 
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1. This song, the first ever to be certified triple-platinum, was remade 25 years later to benefit the survivors 
of the 2010 Haiti earthquake. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 1985 charity single recorded by the supergroup USA for Africa in the hopes of alleviating an 
ongoing famine in Ethiopia. 
ANSWER: We Are the World 
[10] Among the many soloists on "We Are the World" was this folk singer-songwriter who performed for 
years alongside Art Garfunkel. 
ANSWER: Paul (Frederic) Simon (do not accept or prompt on "Simon and Garfunkel") 
[10] This other "We Are the World" participant had solo hits with "Upside Down" and "I'm Coming Out," 
but scored many more as the lead singer of the Supremes. 
ANSWER: Diana Ross <Vopava>  
 
2. A TV episode written by this man is based on an incident in which he quit a previous writing job, only to 
return to work days later, pretending nothing happened. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this actor and comedian who, along with Jerry Seinfeld, created Seinfeld. 
ANSWER: Larry David (or Lawrence Gene David) 
[10] Larry David plays a somewhat fictionalized version of himself on this HBO comedy series. It also stars 
Cheryl Hines as David's long-suffering wife. 
ANSWER: Curb Your Enthusiasm 
[10] David had a brief appearance playing himself on this other HBO series, in which he is a client of the 
abrasive talent agent Ari Gold. 
ANSWER: Entourage <Nelson>  
 
3. One of these events in September 2018 revealed the existence of a new Animal Crossing game and was 
initially delayed by a earthquake in Hokkaido. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these online presentations used regularly by Nintendo to announce new games and other stuff. 
Some of them are used as an alternative to massive, E3-style press conferences. 
ANSWER: Nintendo Direct 
[10] The very first Nintendo Direct included information about this Legend of Zelda game, which is set on a 
floating island and was the last major release before Breath of the Wild. 
ANSWER: The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword 
[10] An August 2018 Nintendo Direct included a video that appeared to depict the death of this green-clad 
character, leading some fans to believe he had been legitimately killed off. 
ANSWER: Luigi <Nelson>  
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4. While this statistic in the NFL cannot be lower than zero, in college football it can go as low as -731.6. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Give this statistic used to evaluate football players at a certain position. It is compiled with a comically 
complex formula involving touchdowns, interceptions, and pass attempts. 
ANSWER: quarterback rating (accept passer rating or QB rating; do not accept or prompt on "total 
QBR") 
[10] The most recent NFL player to earn a passer rating of zero is Nathan Peterman, who did it in a 47-3 
loss as a member of this team. This team also started Josh Allen and Derek Anderson in its 2018 search for 
a real quarterback. 
ANSWER: Buffalo Bills (accept either) 
[10] Within five percent, what is the highest possible quarterback rating that can be achieved in the NFL? 
ANSWER: 158.3 (accept any answer between 150.4 and 166.2) <Nelson>  
 
5. For 10 points each, answer the following about live-action films that featured chimpanzees: 
[10] Chimps were commonly featured in movies about this "ape man," who was iconically played on film by 
Johnny Weissmuller and first created by Edgar Rice Burroughs. 
ANSWER: Tarzan 
[10] More recently, the corrupt financial executive Jordan Belfort acquires a chimpanzee in this 2013 Martin 
Scorsese film starring Leonardo DiCaprio. 
ANSWER: The Wolf of Wall Street 
[10] The 1951 comedy Bedtime for Bonzo, in which a psychology professor attempts to teach a chimp about 
human morals, starred this actor, who ultimately pursued a different career. 
ANSWER: Ronald (Wilson) Reagan <Nelson>  
 
6. An upcoming biopic titled for this song depicts its performer somehow floating into the air while 
performing it. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this song, whose title character claims "it's gonna be a long, long time" and laments "I'm not the 
man they think I am at home." 
ANSWER: Rocket Man 
[10] This British singer and pianist recorded "Rocket Man." His other songs include "Crocodile Rock" and 
the raucous "Saturday Night's Alright for Fighting." 
ANSWER: Elton John (or Reginald Kenneth Dwight) 
[10] A 2018 tribute album to Elton John included this country band's cover of "Rocket Man." This band 
claimed "Floatin' is all I want to do" in their first number one hit, "Pontoon." 
ANSWER: Little Big Town <Nelson>  
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7. This actor's discussions of his being groped by a TV executive made him one of the more prominent men 
to speak out as part of the #MeToo movement. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this muscular actor and former football player, who had a stint as host of Who Wants to Be a 
Millionaire?. Previously, he starred in Everybody Hates Chris and the film Idiocracy. 
ANSWER: Terry (Alan) Crews 
[10] Crews also appeared, often while screaming, in numerous commercials for this deodorant brand, whose 
generally surreal ads also frequently featured actor Isaiah Mustafa. 
ANSWER: Old Spice 
[10] Beginning in 2010, Crews starred in this family sitcom on TBS, whose creator, Ice Cube, starred in a 
2005 comedy film of the same name. 
ANSWER: Are We There Yet? <Nelson>  
 
8. The makers of this product have a trademark on the term "Muddy Buddies," a snack made primarily 
using this product. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this breakfast cereal, which is commonly used to make a namesake "Mix" that also includes 
pretzels and small crackers. 
ANSWER: Chex (accept Chex Mix) 
[10] The original recipe for Chex Mix calls for this condiment, which contains vinegar, garlic, molasses, and 
some other stuff. It was first bottled by the British company Lea & Perrins. 
ANSWER: Worcestershire sauce 
[10] Chex was the first cereal to be bundled with a video game. The game, Chex Quest, was a kid-friendly 
remake of this very violent 1993 game, and replaced its demons with phlegm monsters. 
ANSWER: Doom <Nelson>  
 
9. A character played by this actress somehow uses a music box to turn the Sugar Plum Fairy into porcelain 
in a 2018 film. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this actress who played Clara, who searches for the key to that music box in The Nutcracker and the 
Four Realms. She shares a surname with the woman who plays Elizabeth II in The Crown. 
ANSWER: Mackenzie (Christine) Foy (accept Claire Foy) 
[10] Mackenzie Foy appeared as the young "Murph" in this 2014 Christopher Nolan epic starring Matthew 
McConaughey as a man who travels through a wormhole to try and save Earth. 
ANSWER: Interstellar 
[10] An aviator recounts the story of a resident of Asteroid B-612 to a girl played by Mackenzie Foy in this 
movie based on a children's book. 
ANSWER: The Little Prince <Golden> 
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10. The sitcoms Letterkenny and Trailer Park Boys both depict trios of overconfident idiots in this country. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this country, the setting of the miniseries Alias Grace, as well as the shows Heartland and Frontier. 
ANSWER: Canada 
[10] This long-running teen franchise typically examines social issues amongst uber-angsty Toronto high 
school students. Its The Next Generation series prominently featured a young Drake. 
ANSWER: Degrassi (accept Degrassi: The Next Generation) 
[10] One of the most acclaimed Canadian shows of recent years is Orphan Black, a sci-fi series about a group 
of identical clones all played by this actress. 
ANSWER: Tatiana (Gabriele) Maslany [mahz-LAH-nee] <Vopava>  
 
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about films in which one actor played a set of twins: 
[10] The 2015 film thriller Legend starred this actor as the murderous Kray twins. More recently, he starred in 
Venom. 
ANSWER: Tom Hardy (or Edward Thomas Hardy) 
[10] This former child actress has played a set of twins twice - first in a version of The Parent Trap, and again 
in the 2007 thriller I Know Who Killed Me. 
ANSWER: Lindsay (Dee) Lohan 
[10] Armie Hammer played these real-life siblings and Olympic rowers in the Mark Zuckerberg biopic The 
Social Network. 
ANSWER: Winklevoss twins (accept Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss; accept the Winklevii) <Nelson>  
 
12. For 10 points each, answer the following about the year 1998 in Major League Baseball: 
[10] 1998 was the last time new teams were added to the league; among them was this NL team that became 
the fastest expansion team to win a World Series, when they did so in 2001. 
ANSWER: Arizona Diamondbacks (or D-Backs; accept any underlined portion) 
[10] Two players broke Roger Maris's long-standing single-season home run record, led by this St. Louis 
Cardinals slugger who finished with 70. He is now the L.A. Dodgers' hitting coach. 
ANSWER: Mark (David) McGwire 
[10] To ensure that both leagues still had an even number of teams, this team was moved from the 
American League to the National League. In 1998, their best players included Jeromy Burnitz. 
ANSWER: Milwaukee Brewers (accept either) <Nelson> 
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13. For 10 points each, name these African American comic book characters: 
[10] This close friend of Tony Stark briefly took on the role of Iron Man when Stark descended into 
alcoholism. In most appearances, he has his own moniker and dons a suit similar to Iron Man's. 
ANSWER: War Machine (or James Rupert Rhodes or Rhodey) 
[10] After being severely injured in an accident at S.T.A.R. Labs, Victor Stone is equipped with numerous 
high-tech implants and becomes this hero, a member of the Justice League. 
ANSWER: Cyborg 
[10] This alter-ego of the African-born Mari McCabe uses the Tantu Totem to harness the power of various 
animals. When not being a hero, she works as a model and fashion designer. 
ANSWER: Vixen <Nelson>  
 
14. Despite being about 5,000 miles from its country of origin, the highest-attended version of these 
competitions is held annually in Pleasanton, California. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give the common name for these athletic competitions that include events like stone-put and maide-leisg 
[MET-duh-leshk], as well as events centered on traditional dance and bagpiping. 
ANSWER: Highland Games 
[10] Distance does not matter in this Highland Games event, in which participants must vertically balance 
and then flip a 19-foot wooden pole. 
ANSWER: caber toss 
[10] Almost all male competitors at the Highland Games must wear this garment, which did not actually 
become a hallmark of Scottish culture until the mid-18th century. 
ANSWER: kilts (or fèileadh (FAY-lihh) ) <Vopava>  
 
15. The 2018 folding of The Village Voice also meant the end of its influential Pazz & Jop poll of the year's 
best albums. For 10 points each: 
[10] Besides Kanye West, the only other act to top the poll twice in a row was this early British punk band 
with their albums London Calling and Sandinista!. 
ANSWER: The Clash 
[10] Once again, besides Kanye West, the only act to top the poll four total times is this folk and rock singer of 
"Like a Rolling Stone" who won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2016.  
ANSWER: Bob Dylan (or Robert Allen Zimmerman) 
[10] The second-ever winner of the poll was this folk singer-songwriter's 1974 album Court and Spark. Her 
1971 album Blue is often regarded as one of the greatest albums ever made. 
ANSWER: Joni ("Joanie") Mitchell (or (Roberta) Joan Mitchell) <Vopava>  
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16. In the pantheon of rude basketball actions, there may be none ruder than stepping over an opposing 
player lying on the ground. For 10 points each: 
[10] The most iconic example of this may be when this legendary 76ers point guard, who once memetically 
talked "about practice," stepped over Tyronn Lue during the 2001 NBA Finals. 
ANSWER: Allen (Ezail) Iverson 
[10] After being stepped over by Mario Hezonja in a 2018 game, this Milwaukee Bucks superstar claimed he 
would punch Hezonja if it happened again. 
ANSWER: Giannis Antetokounmpo [YAH-niss an-tet-oh-KOOM-poh] 
[10] Rawle Alkins, a player for this collegiate program, went out of his way to step over USC's Elijah Stewart 
in a 2018 game. DeAndre Ayton, the #1 pick in the 2018 NBA Draft, also attended this school. 
ANSWER: University of Arizona (prompt on "Wildcats") <Nelson>  
 
17. Corrupted versions of these beings have their consciousness placed into storage in a process known as 
"boxing." For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this race of cybernetic beings, who destroy much of the human race that created them, leading to 
a prolonged war with survivors known as the Twelve Colonies. 
ANSWER: cylons 
[10] Cylons are the chief villains of this science fiction franchise, which is set on a namesake vessel. Their 
appearance varies greatly between its original 1978 miniseries and a mid-2000s TV series. 
ANSWER: Battlestar Galactica (prompt on partial answers) 
[10] In the reimagined Battlestar Galactica, Cylons are often derisively likened to these appliances. A 1987 
Disney film is titled for a "Brave Little" one of them. 
ANSWER: toasters (accept The Brave Little Toasters) <Nelson>  
 
18. The Free Nationals are the backing band for this musician, whose albums are all named for cities in 
southern California such as Malibu and Oxnard. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this rapper, who released the 2018 song "Tints." He previously guested on Mac Miller's song 
"Dang!". 
ANSWER: Anderson Paak ["pack"] (accept Brandon Paak Anderson) 
[10] On his song "Who R U," Anderson Paak claims that he had a "vision back in 12th grade" about 
working with this legendary producer and former member of N.W.A. He is also a co-founder of Beats 
Electronics. 
ANSWER: Dr. Dre (or Andre Romelle Young) 
[10] Dr. Dre also appears on this other Anderson Paak song, whose chorus likens gold jewelry and 
toothpicks to those of the title incomparably wealthy ruler of the Malian Empire. 
ANSWER: Mansa Musa (or Musa I of Mali; prompt on "Musa") <Nelson>  
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19. For 10 points each, name these films that were, to the surprise of the editor of this tournament, based 
on books:  
[10] This animated film series is considerably more well-known than the book series that inspired it, whose 
books are credited to Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III. 
ANSWER: How to Train Your Dragon 
[10] This 1988 action film is based on the Roderick Thorp novel Nothing Lasts Forever, though the film 
changed its setting from the Klaxon Oil Corporation to Nakatomi Plaza. 
ANSWER: Die Hard  
[10] Though it seems like the sort of thing Martin Scorsese would have come up with on his own, this 1990 
film starring Robert De Niro and Joe Pesci [PESH-ee] was based on the book Wiseguy by crime reporter 
Nicholas Pileggi. 
ANSWER: Goodfellas <Quinn>  
 
20. The 2011 iteration of this event was centered on the theme "Savage Beauty" in honor of the recently 
deceased designer Alexander McQueen. For 10 points each:  
[10] Name this event, which is held every May to benefit a fashion exhibit at a museum in New York City. A 
robbery of this event is central to the film Ocean's 8. 
ANSWER: Met Gala (accept Met Ball or Costume Institute Gala) 
[10] Multiple honorary chairs were chosen for the 2019 Met Gala, including this former member of One 
Direction who released the solo hit "Sign of the Times." 
ANSWER: Harry (Edward) Styles 
[10] Since 1995, the Met Gala has been formally chaired by Anna Wintour, the editor-in-chief of this fashion 
magazine. Working for Wintour at this magazine inspired Lauren Weisberger to write The Devil Wears Prada. 
ANSWER: Vogue <Nelson>  
 

 


